All students have the right to take transfer-level English (ENGL-122/122L/122AL) without taking other courses first. There are different course options available (different “versions” of transfer-level English). All options meet the same student learning outcomes.

**FIRST-YEAR TRANSFER-LEVEL COMPOSITION AND READING**

- ENGL 122 First-Year College Composition and Reading
- ENGL 122L First-Year College Composition and Reading with Additional Support
- ENGL 122AL First-Year College English for Multilingual Students with Additional Support

**SECOND-YEAR TRANSFER-LEVEL CRITICAL THINKING AND COMPOSITION**

- ENGL 123 Critical Thinking: Composition and Literature
- ENGL 126 Critical Thinking: The Shaping of Meaning in Language

*For transfer, some schools require either ENGL-123 or ENGL-126; however, some schools require both. Please see a counselor for guidance.

DVC also offers a wide variety of literature and creative writing courses.

For a small number of students who require extra time, we offer two courses at the pre-transfer level:

- English 117 is a 5-unit, integrated composition and reading class, one level below ENGL-122/122L/122AL.
- English 117A is a 5-unit, integrated composition and reading class for multilingual (ESL) students, one level below ENGL-122/122L/122AL.
- English 97 is a 5-unit, integrated composition and reading class, two levels below ENGL-122/122L/122AL.

Space in these classes is very limited. Please see a counselor if you think you might be a good candidate for a spot in our pre-transfer program.

**DEVELOPMENTAL AND BASIC SKILLS COURSES NOT REQUIRED TO QUALIFY TO TAKE ENG 122**

**NOT DEGREE APPLICABLE CREDIT**

- ENGL 97 Introduction to Integrated College Reading and Writing

**DEGREE APPLICABLE CREDIT**

- ENGL 117 Integrated College Reading and Writing Development
- ESL 117A Integrated Reading and Writing: Advance English Language Learners
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